From IDS Cologne to DUBAI: High Tech...

...Innovations in Dentistry at 10th CAD/CAM & Digital Dentistry International Conference, Jumeirah Beach Hotel Dubai, 08-09 May 2015

By Centre For Advanced Professional Practices

Cologne, Germany / Dubai, UAE: The 56th International Dental Show (10-14 March 2015) surpassed its predecessors with a record number of dental companies exhibiting in 2015 and over 125,000 dental professionals expected to attend the world’s largest dental showcase. Those who missed the opportunity to travel to Cologne, do not fear, the latest news and technological advances will be showcased in Dubai, in May 2015. For the tenth consecutive time, organized by Centre For Advanced Professional Practices (CAPP) and Emirates Dental Society, 10th CAD/CAM & Digital Dentistry Intl Conference (a part of Dubai Dental Meetings) will take place at the remarkable Jumeirah Beach Hotel between 06 – 10 May 2015.

“Do you provide CEREC restorations in your office? Does this office use Zirconia and eMax for crowns and veneers? Doctor, are you into CAD/CAM technology? These are quite common questions the patients usually ask nowadays. Questions which are very hard to answer unless dental professionals are really involved in this fast moving technology. This is precisely the importance of such conferences. Our societies are becoming more and more dependent on technology and what it can offer to make our lives easier and more enjoyable. Dentistry is no exception. Our patients are all the way different than they used to be a couple of decades ago. They have unrestricted easy access to knowledge through the web. They are becoming more and more demanding in terms of services that we provide as well as the technology we employ to do so. Our team of Organizers, Sponsors, as well as Speakers will continue the quest to keep all of you well ahead and updated in all fields of CAD/CAM and Digital Dentistry.” – Dr. Munir Silwadi, Conference Chairman & Scientific Program Advisor comments on the lead up of an anniversary year in Digital Dentistry for the Middle East dental professionals.

This year’s CAD/CAM & Digital Dentistry Scientific Program is set to be arguably the most advanced of the series in its rich ten year history. Over 28 International Key Opinion Leaders are expected to walk and talk on the podium including Prof. Daniel Wismeijer (ACTA Amsterdam - The Netherlands), Prof. Paul Tipton (U.K), Prof. Richard Simmons (USA), Dr. Andrea Gandolfi (Italy), Dr. Jan-Frederik Güt (Germany), Dr. Eduardo Mahn (Chile), Dr. Morten Worsoe, (Denmark), Dr. Harald Hinkel (German), MUDr. Petr Hajný, (Czech Republic) and lots more. Topics presented will vary from Ethics of Elective Dental Treatments, ...
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HEL SINKI, Finland: The Royal Technology Mission, with His Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden as its patron, visited Finnish health care technology manufacturer Planmeca in Helsinki on 27 November. His Majesty, along with 50 other top representatives of Sweden’s government, private sector and academia, learnt about the company’s growth story and innovations.

The Royal Technology Mission visited Finland to gain inspiration from the country’s innovative companies, initiatives and growth strategies. At Planmeca, the mission was introduced to revolutionary 3x3D technology, patient-specific 3-D implants, and the dental unit-integrated intra-oral scanner Planmeca PlanScan. Planmeca is one of the world’s leading dental technology companies and the mission was shown how its dental navigation software is helping 400,000 patients a year.
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